Saturn sl 2002

Launched in , Saturn was GM's attempt to, as their promotional materials put it, build "a new
kind of car company. A "friendlier" dealership experience with a no-haggle pricing policy was
also a big part of Saturn's plan for success. The S-Series was Saturn's original compact sedan.
Although it saw two significant revision during the s, it was still the same basic car Saturn
debuted with when it was finally retired following the model year. In its final year of production,
the SL1 was the mid-range version, while the SL2 was the top-of-the-line S-Series model. The
SL1 and SL2 were identical in size, both inside and out. They measured The driver and front
passenger got Backseat riders got 38 inches of headroom, Both sedans had space for The SL1
was powered by a 1. It produced an even horsepower at 5, rpm and foot-pounds of torque 2,
rpm. The SL2 featured an upgraded, dual-overhead-cam version of the same four-cylinder
engine. It generated a relatively robust horsepower at 5, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 4,
rpm. Both cars came with a standard five-speed manual or optional four-speed automatic
transmission. The SL1 could accelerate from 0 to 60 mph in 9. Though neither figure was
particularly impressive, both sedans performed within the normal range for their class. The SL1
came standard with inch steel wheels, power steering, cloth upholstery, a split-folding rear
seatback, a tilt-adjustable steering wheel, intermittent wipers, a rear defroster and a
four-speaker AM-FM stereo. The SL2 added inch steel wheels, a lumbar-support feature for the
driver's seat, and air conditioning. In terms of saftey features, the SL1 and SL2 were evenly
matched. Both models came standard with dual front airbags, while ABS, side-curtain airbags
and traction control were available as options. Good fuel economy was one of the main positive
characteristics Saturns were known for. The SL1 and SL2 were, indeed, quite frugal at the gas
pump. The SL1 received an EPA mpg rating of 25 in the city and 36 on the highway with the
manual transmission, and with the automatic. The more powerful SL2 was rated at with the
manual and with the automatic. While many drivers felt the Saturn S-Series cars lacked the
polish and sophistication of some of their competitors -- such as the Honda Civic and Toyota
Corolla -- they appealed to folks looking to get a lot for their money. As of , a well-taken-care-of
used example can be had for a very small price. Michael G. Sanchez has been a professional
writer for over 10 years. A lifelong car enthusiast and former senior mechanic, he has written on
a wide range of automotive topics. He holds a bachelor's degree in English literature from
Castleton State College. Sanchez started writing about cars as a part-time copywriter for a local
dealership while still in high school. Consumer Data Good fuel economy was one of the main
positive characteristics Saturns were known for. Saturn's small cars have enjoyed quite a
following over the years, proving both fun to drive and reliable. And Saturn dealers have almost
single-handedly sparked a retail revolution that emphasizes the ownership experience over
sales commissions. Unfortunately, we want more from Saturn, such as more comfortable seats
and better-quality switchgear and interior trim. Saturn's biggest innovation as of late is an
optional head-curtain airbag, which is available on all models. Deployed from the side roof rail,
the head curtain unfolds as it inflates, creating a broad cushion to help prevent head and neck
injuries in the event of a serious side impact. While head curtains have been incorporated into
numerous high-dollar luxury sedans, Saturn was the first car company to offer this technology
on economy-class cars. Although the S-Series has never been fully redesigned since its debut
in , the various models have undergone slight revisions to keep their looks fresh. As always, all
models feature dent- and rust-resistant polymer exterior panels that not only eliminate
corrosion, but provide dent resistance to the ever-present runaway shopping cart. Inside, the
small Saturns have a one-piece instrument panel cover, ostensibly to eliminate miscolored
plastic pieces and ill-fitting seams, but we still find fault with interior fit and finish. The seating
position is low to the floor, while the seats themselves feel too flimsy for long-haul comfort. Two
engine choices are on the S-Series roster, a horsepower 1. Allow us to suggest the twin-cam
engine mated to the manual for less-pedestrian performance; they're a must if you plan on
spirited driving. Rear drum brakes are standard on all models, with no option for four-wheel
disc brakes. Coupes come as the basic SC1 or sportier SC2. Although SC coupes received more
standard equipment last year, be aware that the equipment list is short on all base versions, and
many features are not packaged well enough to sell you on the midrange models. That means
you may be forced into pricey high-end versions to get the kind of equipment you really want,
which puts the price near or beyond such formidable opposition as the Nissan Sentra and the
Ford Focus. Packaging aside, if you're tired of the haggling quagmire and you're pretty much
set on the car and options you want, Saturn's excellent dealer network, money-back guarantee,
customer-first philosophy and reputation for reliability are attractive selling points. But we'd
recommend that you shop around -- many econoboxes of yore have been vastly improved so as
not to deserve such an ignominious title. This was my car in college. I thought I could get
maybe three years out of it--I kept it for six. It wasn't fast, slick-looking or even very
comfortable, bur it ran well when I needed it. I could always start it--even with a nearly dead

battery in an icy Wisconsin winter. It wasn't very sporty, but the steering was responsive and
fun. The acceleration with the manual was decent for a small engine and it sipped gas. The road
noise was harsh at speed and the interior felt cheap, but the engine didn't sound hoarse and the
controls were logically-placed. Parts for it were very cheap and easy to replace myself. I
sometimes miss the simple, easy to fix Saturn. This has been the best car we've ever owned. It
has nearly , miles on the clock and still runs like new. I inherited it from my parents when I
became old enough to drive, and it's never let me down even once. That was nearly 7 years ago.
It's needed very minor repairs every now and then, but they were all after , miles. I wouldn't be
afraid to hop in this car and drive it across the country. The most expensive repair that it's
needed so far, was a replacement intake manifold coolant stem. Everything else has been
minor, and essentially routine maintenance. Wish they still made them, because I would buy
another if this one ever dies! I bought my 02 SC2 3 years ago and it only had 60, miles on it. I
love the way it looks, sporty with an attitude, it definitely cannot be mistaken for any other
vehicle from any angle, which is a huge plus in my book. I used my car for commuting over
miles a week for almost 2 years. I also am very hard on my cars, I have a bit of a lead foot. Now I
use him to travel all over U. But this car has not cost me any more than that, I did put tires, but
that's normal. My father, who owns a auto shop, told me to buy a Saturn. It was best choice I
ever made! I still love it. Now has over miles. Oil has been changed every miles or less. I have
never let it run low on oil ever. It has the original engine with a automatic
transmission,struts,radiator. Transmission fluid and radiator fluid flushed regularly. I used
spray adhesive from Home Depot to glue in new diamond tweed seat covers front and rear
diamond tweed from O'Reiley Auto Parts. Replaced headlights from Amazon. Wish I could find a
new one. Did have some repairs cost around dollars to get it to pass emission. Now it has about
miles on it. I am so happy I don't have a payment. Its a good car. Last year my daughter bought
a new car and instead of trading her old one she wanted me to buy her Ford Focus. Then we
sold the saturn. It still ran good. I like my new used ford focus ses. I'm retired now and the car
has been sold. Write a review. See all reviews. Available styles include SL2 4dr Sedan 1.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Saturn S-Series and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the S-Series 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the S-Series. Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Saturn S-Series and all model
years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the
S-Series featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior,
and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Saturn S-Series. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Saturn Saturn S-Series. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Poor seating position and comfort, flimsy interior materials, questionable

build quality. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review Few cars on the market go 11 years without a major redesign -- the S-Series shows us
why. New aluminum inch wheels and four new exterior colors are the only notable changes for
Sponsored cars related to the S-Series. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Didn't
expect much, was pleasantly surprised. The Edmunds experts tested the S-Series both on the
road and at the track. You probably care about Saturn S-Series fuel economy, so it's important
to know that the S-Series gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 29 mpg, depending on the
configuration. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Saturn S-Series is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the S-Series. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the S-Series's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Saturn
S-Series is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability
should all be factors in determining whether the S-Series is a good car for you. Check back
soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions
include: SL2 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in the Saturn S-Series, the next question is, which
S-Series model is right for you? S-Series variants include SL2 4dr Sedan 1. What do people
think of the Saturn S-Series? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Saturn S-Series and all model years in our database.
Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Saturn S-Series? Which Saturn S-Serieses are
available in my area? Can't find a new Saturn S-Seriess you want in your area? Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Saturn S-Series? Check out
Saturn lease specials. Sign Up. This was my car in college. I thought I could get maybe three
years out of it--I kept it for six. It wasn't fast, slick-looking or even very comfortable, bur it ran
well when I needed it. I could always start it--even with a nearly dead battery in an icy Wisconsin
winter. It wasn't very sporty, but the steering was responsive and fun. The acceleration with the
manual was decent for a small engine and it sipped gas. The road noise was harsh at speed and
the interior felt cheap, but the engine didn't sound hoarse and the controls were
logically-placed. Parts for it were very cheap and easy to replace myself. I sometimes miss the
simple, easy to fix Saturn. This has been the best car we've ever owned. It has nearly , miles on
the clock and still runs like new. I inherited it from my parents when I became old enough to
drive, and it's never let me down even once. That was nearly 7 years ago. It's needed very minor
repairs every now and then, but they were all after , miles. I wouldn't be afraid to hop in this car
and drive it across the country. The most expensive repair that it's needed so far, was a
replacement intake manifold coolant stem. Everything else has been minor, and essentially
routine maintenance. Wish they still made them, because I would buy another if this one ever
dies! I bought my 02 SC2 3 years ago and it only had 60, miles on it. I love the way it looks,
sporty with an attitude, it definitely cannot be mistaken for any other vehicle from any angle,
which is a huge plus in my book. I used my car for commuting over miles a week for almost 2
years. I also am very hard on my cars, I have a bit of a lead foot. Now I use him to travel all over
U. But this car has not cost me any more than that, I did put tires, but that's normal. My father,
who owns a auto shop, told me to buy a Saturn. It was best choice I ever made! I still love it.
Now has over miles. Oil has been changed every miles or less. I have never let it run low on oil
ever. It has the original engine with a automatic transmission,struts,radiator. Transmission fluid
and radiator fluid flushed regularly. I used spray adhesive from Home Depot to glue in new
diamond tweed seat covers front and rear diamond tweed from O'Reiley Auto Parts. Replaced
headlights from Amazon. Wish I could find a new one. Did have some repairs cost around
dollars to get it to pass emission. Now it has about miles on it. I am so happy I don't have a
payment. Its a good car. Last year my daughter bought a new car and instead of trading her old
one she wanted me to buy her Ford Focus. Then we sold the saturn. It still ran good. I like my
new used ford focus ses. I'm retired now and the car has been sold. I bought my '02 Saturn SL1
as a used car with miles. I traded it a few days ago and it had miles. I would not have traded it if I
hadn't been offered a good price for it. There was very little maintenance done on it. New brakes
and a new cooling fan. One muffler. The original exhaust is still in good condition. I loved this
car. Never got less than 30 - 32 miles per gallon combined city and highway. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the S-Series. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Didn't expect
much, was pleasantly surprised. Best Car We've Ever Had!! I LOVE this car!! Items per page:.
Write a review See all S-Serieses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S-Series. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,

CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. For more information go to WARNING: This
product can expose you to chemicals including chemicals, which is known to the State of
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part.
Saturn SL2 Air Filter. Saturn SL2 Alternator. Saturn SL2 Axle Assembly. Saturn SL2 Blower
Motor. Saturn SL2 Brake Booster. Saturn SL2 Brake Caliper. Saturn SL2 Brake Disc. Saturn SL2
Brake Drum. Saturn SL2 Bumper Cover. Saturn SL2 Catalytic Converter. Saturn SL2 Control
Arm. Saturn SL2 Fender. Saturn SL2 Floor Mats. Saturn SL2 Fuel Filter. Saturn SL2 Fuel Pump.
Saturn SL
chevy fuel sender wiring diagram
golf cart lights wiring diagram
84 f100
2 Gas Cap. Saturn SL2 Headlight. Saturn SL2 Ignition Coil. Saturn SL2 Muffler. Saturn SL2
Oxygen Sensor. Saturn SL2 Serpentine Belt. Saturn SL2 Spark Plug. Saturn SL2 Starter. Saturn
SL2 Steering Rack. Saturn SL2 Water Pump. Saturn SL2 Window Motor. Saturn SL2 Window
Regulator. Saturn SL2 Wiper Blade. Saturn SL2 Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Saturn
SL2 Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. OD; 1. Part Number: RS Part Number: H Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15
of results. Saturn SL2 Customer Reviews. Replacement Direct Fit Horn - Tone. Feb 15, Works
great. Andrew Deeks. Purchased on Feb 07, Nov 26, Horns will work. OEM style horn looks like
it will work. Duane Wong. Purchased on Nov 25, Jun 09, Great product. Robert Robert.
Purchased on May 20, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

